YOU ARE AWARE AND YOU ARE NOT AWARE
Malachi Through Katherine Torres, Ph.D.D.D.
For Barbara “Marrianna” Zimmermann
What can you tell me that I am not aware of that will help me and humanity with our
spiritual growth?
“Alright, Beautiful One, you are aware and you are not aware and so in this reality. . . let
us do it in this fashion. On this day you asked for igniting those sacred stargates within you. All
that you did was work with the high consciousness of your chakras and in every question that
has been asked since you have been able to realize. It has all been done. Has it not?”
Yes.
“So there is this knowing that it has been done. Now there must be the Faith within
you. The Faith within you is where we say you know and you say you do not know. Because
Beautiful One you are still waiting for something to happen rather than knowing it already
Is.”
Oh golly, there is a pattern here. Last month my first question you answered all my
other questions and I am doing it again.
“Indeed so you will say to yourself ‘Indeed I do have answers, indeed they are within
me. Indeed I have practices of mind, emotion and spirit that help this recollection back to my
personal consciousness!’ You will repeat that to yourself until it becomes an automatic
reality for you. Because that is the secret here the beauty of humanity must learn very well
that the unconscious is the automatic store house of every thought and feeling. The more
you let yourself become Automatic Spirit the more the unconscious is cleared of the fears,
the worries, the unknowns. You allow yourself to be everything that you are requiring. But
what does it take? Well it takes a positive mind, your personal mind, to continue to gift that
message to the unconscious mind so it becomes the magic of the alchemy awareness.”
I am so thankful for you Malachi. Is there something I missed that I could give to
others?
“You may give them what we just spoke to you. That will be very important and you will
gift them again and repeatedly – You are Source – Live It!”
It sounds so simple!

“Indeed tell them this Beautiful One, their faces express outwards unto the world. They
are constantly feeling the forefront of themselves, meaning out in the world. To truly claim
the power of the I AM, tell them, feel yourself turn your face inside.”
Like you had me turn the Christ Light of my third eye around in my head to heal my
brain!
“Indeed, indeed, and it will help everyone to see the Inner Power, the state of Light that
they are. The beautiful expression Source is, in the material world playing out as the
personality of themselves.”
Thank you so much Malichi!

